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Th e me: Walking with the Spirit means we do-good and bear burdens
In tr oduc ti on: We don’t walk enough. CS Lewis used to complain that young people on
bicycles didn’t have enough time for contemplation. In the 1st Century walking was a
shaping influence in peoples lives. Who we walk with makes a huge difference in our
lives. Adam and Eve used to walk with God. There’s no one better to walk with than
God himself.
1] Bu rde n bear in g (6: 1-5)
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What to do when someone is caught in transgression
Love means we take time with one another and understand their burden and help
carry it. Bearing each other’s burdens fulfills the law of Christ.
When we disconnect from the burdens of one another we get a false sense of
being something when we’re really nothing.

Bearing other’s burdens reminds us of who we really are
Take the mirror of God’s word, hold it up and say, “Who’s burdens am I presently
bearing?” If none, I need to bear some

Standing alone before God
Revelation, the Sermon on the Mount, the epistles, even Galatians tell us that
works matter. Paul is never saying that works do not matter, rather he talks
about their proper source and priority.
2] Good-doi ng ( 6:6- 10)

Kids Corner
1) How do I respond when
someone else does
something wrong?
2) How much has God
forgiven me for? Can
that help me be
patient with others?
3) What is the difference
between sowing to
the flesh and sowing
to the Spirit?

Share all good things
Walking with the Spirit means caring for one another
o There is a corporate reality to this and an individual reality to it
o The one who teaches should experience a corporate and individual care
God will not be mocked: the sowing principle
When God sets forth truth and humans rebel against it; that’s mocking God
o Redefining marriage, redefining gender – that’s mocking God
o Beware of self-righteousness
Sow by doing good
Don’t grow weary. It’s so easy to grow weary. Especially when it is a long time before
we see the reward – have faith – live by faith in the Son of God
Doing good to the household of faith
Qu es tio ns:
1] Do I take the time to bear the burdens of those around me or do I tend to disconnect from
them? Do I tend to isolate? If so, what is at the root of that tendency in me? How can
“walking in the Spirit change that?
2] When you seek to restore someone to obedience to God does it tempt you to impatience?
What do you think God wants you to learn about how grace is required in those moments?
3] How do we “sow to the Spirit”? What does that really look like in my life? How does it differ
from sowing to the flesh?

